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interval may have cause~. The regular quarterly reporting 
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Center. Mr. Andrew J. Chapman and Mr. Ronald K. Clark are the 
NASA Technical Representatives. 
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ENVIRONMENTAL EXPOSURE EFFECTS ON 
Cot1POSITE MATER IALS 
FOR COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFT 
D. J. Hoffman 
BOEING COMMERCIAL AIRPLANE COMPANY 
1.0 SUMMARY AND PROGRAM STATUS 
The period's activities were highlighted by the initial Task I and 
Task II post exposure t'esidua1 strength testing. The majority of 
the effort dlwing this period was devoted to fabricating and 
recording physical properties on the AS1/3501-6 and Kevlar 49/F161-
188 test specimens. The majority of this task has been completed. 
Additional Task III post exposure testing also took place. 
Southwest Airlines has completed deployment of all the Task I and 
Task II specimens del ivered to them. Aloha Airl ines has deployed 3 
year Task I specimens. A summary update of the long term specimen 
exposure data ;s contained in the body of the report. The short 
beam specimens returned from the NASA Dryden and Honlulu ground 
racks as well as the Aloha airplane showed lower results than had 
been expected. The other configurations showed less change. 
The initial post exposure testing was conducted on specimens 
removed from the ground-air-ground simulation chamber. The results 
show some strength loss. Photomicrographs show that these 
spec imens are not cl'ack i ng in the freeze thaw envi ronment. The 
observed strength reductions are probably due to moisture content 
in the specimens. 
Activities during the next quartel' will include completion of 
fabrication efforts required to deploy the Kevlar and ASI/3501-6 
specimens, receipt and testing of nominal 1 year Task I and Task II 
speCimens from New Zealand, testing of a second set of 
\~eatherometer exposed specimens, cant i nued ana ly; s of the data 
assembled to date, and continued exposure of Task I, Task II, and 
Task III currently deployed. 
2.0 INTRODUCTION 
The intt'oduction of any new material system into commercial 
aircraft structure requires that an information data base be ava11-
abl~ to the designer in such a form that he can accept the material 
as a viable alternate to the current material system in use. 
Composite material components on aircraft in scheduled cOlllmercial 
service have demonstrated a v1able level of confidence in current 
design and fabrication methods~ In spite of this, the long ter:n 
durability of cv:llPosites exposed to actual aircraft operatior-al 
environments repre~ents a significant unknown in assessing the risk 
level fot' a production commitment to primary aircraft structure. 
This contract wi 11 focus on eXf)anding the data base for compos i te 
materials' properties as they are affected by the env1"'onments en .. 
countered in operating conditions» both in f1 ight and at ground 
tp.rminals. It is well known that absorbed moistut'e will degrade the 
mechanical properties of graphite/epoxy laminates at elevated temp-
eratures. Sinca aircraft components at'e frequently exposed to 
atomospheric moisture, rain, and accumulated water, quantitive data 
are required showing the amount Qf fluids absorbed under various 
environmental conditions. In addition, accelerated laboratory test 
techniques must be developed that are raliably capable of 
pr'ed1etil1g long ter'm behavior. The study will include a task to 
develop an accelerated environmental exposure testIng procedure and 
to correlate all experimental results and compal'e with analytical 
results to establish the level of confidence for predicting 
composite lTlatel~ial propel'ties. 
The overall pI'ogram has a duration of approx imate l.y 11 years and is 
performed in three tasks as follows: 
• Task I - Flight Exposure 
• Task II - Ground Based Exposure 
• Task III - Accelerated Environmental Effects and Data 
Correlation 
Among the parameters to be investigated are: geographic location, 
flight profiles, solal' heating effects, ultraviolet degradation, 
retrieval times, specimen types, test temperatures, and others. 
The experimental program includes in-flight and ground exposures of 
up to 10 years and will obtain mechanical, physical, and chemical 
data fl'om about 17,000 specimens. A complete description of the 
program content was given in the first Quarterly Report (Reference 
1). Other reports (References 2-8) have covered progress to date. 
The overall program is summarized schematically in Figure 2~1. The 
program schedule is shown in Figure 2-2 . 
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3.0 DESHlN 
Test specimen drawings. "·0 accomodate the Hercules AS1/3501 .. 6 and 
Hexl..el Kevlar 49/F161-l:;8 material systems have been completed. 
Only minor changes were invovled in the flexure, short beam shear. 
and shear exposure specimens, therefore the drawings covering the 
original three material ,ystem. were simply revised to reflect the 
changes. The overall size of these~hree speCimen types remains the 
same. The most significant change is in the number of plies and the 
ply stacking sequence for the Kevlar system. Since the Kevlar ply 
thickness is less than the ply thickness of the graphite .. epoxy 
systems, additional plies were used in the Kevlar laminates. For 
example, the Kevlar short beam shear specimens requ~red 32 plies 
compared to 20 plies for the graphite/epoxy materials. The updated 
short beam shear and shear exposure specim~n drawing is shown in 
FioJ'Jt'O A-l of the appendix. The updated flexure specimen drawing 
appears in Figure A-2. 
A new drawing was made for the tension specimens as more extensive 
changes were made to this configuration. It had been decided that 
the bow tie specimenocOnfigUration did not significantly affect the 
response of the +45 tension tests. "therefore, the specimens for 
the AS1/3501 and~vlar ~ate'Oiai systems win be a constant width, (1.0 inch). The 0 (or 0 -90 for Kev'lar fabric) tension specimens 
will be 0.5 inches wide. straight sided and tabbed for both material 
systems. The first three graphite systems were designed to be an 
untabbed bow tie with a 0.5 inch waist. Tabs were added to these 
specimens when it was observed that the specimens were splitting in 
the taper region. The tabs provided the desired fai~ure strengths. 
Use of the tabs obviates the need for the bow tie shape. The new 
ten~ion specimen drawing appears as Figure A-3. 
The ASl/3501 .. 6 compression specimen will be of the same IITRI con-
figuration as was used on the earlier graphite-epoxy materials. 
The Kevlar compression specimens, on the" other hand, will have a 
substantially different configuration. Testing was done on various 
compress ion speCimen configurat ions and reported in the Eighth Quarterly Report. It was decided to use the dual specimen approach 
specified in BMS J N 218. Both modulus and strength specimens wi 11 be 
used for Task II!, while only strength specimens will be used for 
Tasks I and II. Figure A-4 shows both the AS1/3501-6 and Kevlar 
compression speCimens. 
Other minor changes to the tert specimen drawings inc1ude the paint 
canout and specimen hole diameters. The paint callout on all 
previous specimen drawings was discovered to be in error during the 
initial spec1men fabrication. (The correct paint specification was 
used during the fabrication). The drawing correction is being made 
now as a convenience while the other drawing revisions are being 
incorporated. Also, it was determined that the drilled holes in the 
;!;.4S0 tens 10n specimens were margina11y small t oeeas ionally 
resulting in difficulty during the /l1uunting procedure. The hole 
diameters for the untabbed specimens have been increased from 0.188 
'Inches to 0.1925 inches, and the hole diameter in the specimens with 
titan1um tabs has been increased to 0.257 inches, 
No major changes were made to the test specimen holding fixture 
drawings. Sho.·t beam sheat'/flexure and compress'ion fixtures used 
i'1 the Task II gl'l,)und deployment will be made from aluminum instead 
of titanium as a cost saving measure. The aluminum ground rack 
insol't panels observcc.' to date indicate that this material will pl't'f\WIII satisfactorily in this application. One drawing change for 
the nOIl .. solar ground rack insert panels was n~cessitated by the new 
Ktlvlm' compress ion specimen. Thi s was di scussed fully in the 
Eighth Quarterly Report. 
4.0 FABRICATION 
A second shipment of the Hercules ASl/3501-6 graphite-epoxy system 
was received and submitted to receiving inspection tests. A 
summary of the results is shown in Table 4-1. This system was 
inspected to a modified version of BMSo8-212, "Epoxy Preimpregnated Graphite Tapes and Woven Fabrics -350 F (177 C) Cure". The use of 
the modified specification ;s the same procedure used earlier with 
the Narrnco 5209 system. 
The values shown in Table 4-1 generally meet the requirements of BMS 
8-212. The measured resin content is slightly high. Hercules had 
ind;c<lted that the product purchased for use on the program was 
normally produced to a wider resin content range than that ~llowed 
within BMS 8-212. Also, compression strength was not made a part of 
the receiving inspect ion tests. It had been determined earl ;er 
that this material system would probably not meet BMS 8-212 
requirements in this area. The Hercules system was considered 
acceptable based on the results shown in Table 4-1. 
Following acceptance, a total of ten laminates with various ply 
stacking sequences were fabricated. Their quality was verified by 
standard prlocess control tests as well as through transmission 
ultrasonic non-destructive inspection. These laminates should have 
pro'.'ided sufficient stock to machine all of the 2750 required 
contract specimens. Machi ni ng errors caused shortages in three 
confi9urations. The contract plan called for fabrication of 25% 
more (of each specimen configuration), than originally required for 
deployment. This excess was to be held in reserve for contingencies 
or future test planning. The machining errors resulted in a minor 
shortage of stressed .±.45° tension specimens that was easily accomo-
dated by the 25% excess. 
The 00 compression specimens a~d the flexure specimens suffered 
more seriolls shortages. The 0 compression specimens resulting 
from machining were 26% less than required for the initial deploy~ 
ment. The flexure specimen count permits the initial deployment 
but allows no excess. Discussions have been held with NASA 
regarding the shortages and it has been decided to make the missing 
specimens with a new batch of material. The original program plan 
called for elimination of material batch effects. Remaking these 
specimens will permit a selective look at batch to batch 
variability. 
The deployment scheme with the additional specimens will have one 
room temperature and one elevated temperature specimen in each long 
term fixture. These specimens will always have a -1 for room 
tempet'ature test and a -6 for elevated temperature test. In this 
way, the batch to batch affects can be checked when sufficient data 
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has been received. All Task III testing will be accomplished with 
specimens fl'om the original batch. It is considered unlikely that a 
significant batch to batch variation will exist. In the event that 
it does, sufficient specimens will exist in the second batch to 
conduct some laboratory investigation. 
Following machining, the indiv1dua.l graphite/epoxy specimens are 
weighed and measured. Task I and II specimens are then painted and 
the painted specimens al'(~ reweighed. To date all of the AS1/3501-6 
Task I and II specimens have been measured and weighed. 
APPI'oxi1l1atcly 1000 specimens have been painted. Weighing, 
measuring, and painting Qf the remaining specimens is continuing. 
Hexcel l s Kevlar 49/F161-188 material system was purchased to 
130aing
'
s Material Specification 13~ 3 ... 218, HAramid Fabrics PI'e-
impl'egrltlted With Epoxy Resin (350 F Curing)". This system is 
qualified to this spec'ificationso no exceptions were necessary. 
The su®nary of the receiving inspection tests is shown in Table 4-2. 
All of the values shown lTleet tho specification requirements. The 40 
l'squired laminate panels have beGn fabricated and their integrity 
verified with the same techniques employed on the other systems. 
The panels at'e now being machined into the 3400 required specimens. 
Thh task is app'roximately 80% complete. Measurement of width, 
thickness, and weight for the Kevlar specimens will begin soon 
followed by painting of those specimens requiring it. 
Kevlar material quantities, laminates, and specimen counts were 
based on treatin~l this system 1 ike Narmco 5208 in the test matrix. 
This means that complete laboratory characterization will be 
performed with this material. The AS1/3501-6 graphite system will 
be tested 1 ike NarmcQ 5209. This waS discllssed in gl'eater detail in 
the Seventh Quarterly Progress Report. 
Fabrication of flight and ground fixtures, ground rack insert 
panels, and ground racks ;s complete except for some work remaining 
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Progress in the area of test during this reporting period was high-
lighted by the initial Tdsk I and Task II post exposure residual 
strength tests. Some additional Task III post exposure tests took 
place and exposures for all three tasks are continuing. 
5.1 LONG TERM EXPOSURE AND TESTS 
All of the initial long term specimens have /lOW been deployed. In 
addition, nominal one year specimens were withdrawn from NASA 
Dryden Flight Research Center, Honolulu, and Aloha Airlines. A 
summary of the long term specimen exposure data ;s shown in Table 5-
1. Receipt of the nominal one year specimen from Wellington and Air 
New Zealand is expected shortly. 
The nominal one year ground exposure specimens were removed from 
the rack at Dryden Fl ;ght Rese~rch Center on February 12, 1980. 
This resulted in an actual e\posure time of 1.19 years. The 
specimens were initially phot .... !:lraphed lias received" on the insert 
panels, (see Figures 5-1 and 5-2). Individual specimens were then 
reidentified, removed from the panels or holding fixtures and 
cleaned. Test specimens as well as all exposure hardware were in 
good condition. All of the pieces had a fairly heavy dust film but 
none had suffered significant paint damage by sand or U.V. 
degradation. Cleaning was accomplished primarily with a dry cloth. 
Occasionally, a rag dampened with MEK was employed. The shear 
exposure, flexure and tension specimens were then weighed on a 
Sartorius balance to an accuracy of +.85 mg. After weighing, the 
tension, compression and flexure speClmens were submitted directly 
to test. Shear exposure specimens were sent to the shop to be 
machined into short beam shear specimens. After machining, these 
specimens were also sent to test. 
Physical and mechanical property test results are shown in Table 5-
2 for the solar specimens and Table 5-3 for the non-solar specimens. 
NQ)~mal1y, values shown represent a single specimen. The one 
exception is the failure load for all shear exposure (SE) 
specimens. In this case, the value shown represents the average of 
three specimens. The three specimens were exposed as a single piece 
of graphite, but machined into thirds immediately prior to test as 
explained above. A summal'y of all the one year, Dryden, solar 
exposure is shown in Table 5-4. Comparable non-solar data is shown 
in Table 5-5. 
Specimens were removed from the Honolulu ground rack on 3-14-80 
resulting in an actual exposure time of 1.09 years. These specimens 
were treated like the Dryden specimens when they arrived in 
Seatt le. Specimens and exposure fixtures were in good condit ;on. 
1 J 
Physical and mechanical property test results are shown in Table 5-
6 for the solar specimens and Table 5-7 for the non-solar specimens. 
The summary of the nominal one year Honolulu data is shown in Tables 
5-8 and 5-9. 
Specimens were also removed from Aloha aircraft N73721 on 3-14-80, 
again resulting in an actual exposure time of 1.09 years. The 
aircraft specimens and fixtures were in good condition. The 
exterior aircraft spec'imens were dirtier than any of the specimens 
removed to date. The MEK dampened rag was effective in cleaning 
these specimens. Individual specimen results for exterior aircraft 
solar and non-solar lxposure are shown in Tables 5-10 and 5-11, 
respectively. Comparable interior data is shown in Table 5-12. 
Su"rlary data for the three aircraft exposure locations is shown in 
Tables 5-13, 5-14, and 5-15. 
12 
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Table 5-1_ Long Term Specimen Exposure Data 
SERIES NANE INSTALLATION ESTIMATED EXPOSURE AS Of AUGUST 31, 1980 
DATE 
CALENDAR TIME fLIGHT HOURS 
(DAYS) 
TASK I 
Aloha - 3 Year :;-14-80 170 825 
Aloha - 2 Year 2-14-79 564 2844 
Aloha - 10 Year 2-16-79 562 2146 
ANZ - 1 Year 6-28-79 430 2573 
ANZ - 2 Year 8-15-79 382 2226 
ANZ - 10 Year 7-2-79 426 2430 
Southwest - 1 Year 2-15-80 198 1893 
Southwest - 2 Year 2-27-80 (]) 186 1774 
Southwest - 10 Year 6-22-80 70 TBD 
TASK II 
NASA Dryden 12-6-78 [p 574 
Honolulu 2-9-79 508 
Wellington 7-4-79 364 
Dallas 4-18-80 135 
~~~ ~-~-~~~---' 
[J[:> Median date for installation of exterior and interior specimens_ 
[J[:> Rack Stored in Unheated Warehouse at Hugh L. Dryden Flight Research 
Center from 10-30-79 to Date of Installation. 














Figure 5· 1, Dry(/, n 1 Ye r Ground £ po £Iii A n I, Solor 
F,gUIi 5·2. Dryden 1 Year Ground Exposure Panel, Non·Solar 
14 
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Table 5-2. Physical and Mechanical Test Results, Dryden 1 Year Solar Specimens 
INITIAL INHIAL 
SPECll'EK tj:.!ollKATE LAMIHATE DRY ORr EXPOSED flNAL DRr llI.TlKJ.Tt: lEST 
JDEKTlflQ,- THICY.HESS llIOTH LA'ilHATE SPEClHElf 5rECII'.oc SPfCllf'H fAILURE TEMP. 
nOli liU'.i!EI!. (IN) (IN) WEIGHT lit! 00 ilElGii 'ilElOO lCl.O If) (GRAM) (Q!~) (GP.AM) (I>!>.:.M) (ProW) 
;':'U,:' .. J-l ~.""'!I!> 1C.'244!> 1.321117 1.074 1 •• 17) S)).l. , ... 
"' .... t..:.", -2 -'. ".,.b 1 .:.2!> .... 1.3Ul l.~77i 1.4"19111 l".liJ 11.". ~:'''t:.1>.1-.J .:.~·9!>'" ., • .!~.11 1.12.'. 1.~919 1 •• 931 1 •• 1119 .!>'.2. 1 •••• 
~h.t..> .. l-l ... "'1>12 ~.;'.f.J';' 1.14!>1 .!.1II1229 '2.~'2"1 ).!.!>. , ... 
Af .. ": •• ~ 1- .1 'l;.L"t;'l t'!.';~le 1.14H ~.~·:i5. '2.111'2"2 141.5. , ... 
t.rLt._"'-J ':.'t r..q..t , .. ';::10" t.71>;;'!> 2.~"44 2.111399 Ill.!>. , ... 
ArL .... ·1-4 ~ •• r'Dts: r .. ":'1CIi; 1.1!>1I1 2.,1I2c.3 2.",22i 149 ••• 1 •••• 
Af Lt~t 1-':) ...... c~a ~.";:":iGtt 1.1411 2.~f111 2.eU1 128 • .,. Iii.' 
" ... !;.!>. J -" •••• ,,7::- .... ;"ll!t 1.1991 ~.~5i12 :t.e56!> 139.111' 11 ••• 
..... 
Vl .<.1 ·H.!>,'1 - 1 ... • ..... .;.J1 1 •• ~JI:.!2 9.",341> l~.&Ji!"J H:.7'1St 1I1UIII ••• ".1 ~l<l:. .. ··I-.! 
.:." -11" 1.""'1~ 'li • .,.!":4 1 ... "457 1".111'" lel ..... 7 ••• 
"14t."wl- .J .;.t,1.i1b l .. ~.'l.'J 9."b1l 1",. Ii!>.,,,, I",.i'9. 18318.11. 7 ••• 
~T..;r;.,:,-.'l- " t..:.' • .,~ ... I.,.' .. ·• c i:I." .. 23 1":.1'2c.5 U,.716. .1& .... 1I •• 1i1 
Ai ...... <1-!r .1.", .. 25 ~ -~ .... " b.,,557 1.:'.Jl lS4 1",.7.111 '''IiI.IiI. u ••• 
J.l .. t."~ I-to 1l.~'l7 1 •• ,.3!> ':It.tt1'kO 1 ... 115U la.a!»5 7118 ••• t .... 
~~t..r...:)\ 1-1 ".l .. ,l .. ".,l, .. 1 1.1'1&& I.St''''5 1.5415 lilll.7. 7 ••• 
I:IS~t.S~1-2 ':.1.;23 ..,.2;tSll 1.11410 1.3'444 1.545. 247.1. u ••• 
c",t.E5 .. 1- 3 "'.1>"2. ".2492 1.1"''''. 1.5,195 1.5 ••• 1.5123 29 •••• u ••• 
"f1.t:5",1- 1 U • .:c.211 1<>. 451b., 1.c.595 1.51U9 1.9 .. 3 125.5. , ... 
"f ... ~.n-'2 ~.i b35 "'.4&95 1.t.519 :.51144 1.9299 12111.5. 7 ••• 
l:FLr.1>. 1- 3 "III.\!'b14 1{'.4911S l.b846 1.5169111 I.SaU 151.5' 7 ••• 
101' .. i:.1>61- .. ~.il'625 .... "b2 1.bb,,7 1. S15&4 1.9525 til2.51! U ••• 
tlf1.c.,,"I- 5 ",.,'1031> 10.45115 1.bS1l2 1.51)16 1.9271 U5.5' 1 •••• 
.,f'LI:.S~l- 6 ol.cc32 p,.';'J5~ 1.6b'::5 1.SI(lIJ 1.941' 99.5' u ••• 
"'J~t...s':l-l ".~·14~ 1."'lHI 9.571114 11.41339 11.4214 11ee ••• 7 ••• 
H.LJit...i .... l- 2 iI&1"." .. 50 1 • .,'t:e!J: 9.51b9 U.U6. 11.276' 1'2"' •••• 7 ••• 
"1 ... ~,:1-3 ;:.~ .!)!t 1 ... \\25 9.5!r71l 11.41i!56 11.3925 12711!.e. 7 ••• 
,c,,:r4r.!:,,·J- 4 l".1'457 1.';"1111 9.5417 11.)1)44 11.3225 1295 ••• 1 •••• 
CST4t:.S"1-S ..... 457 I.u""" 9.5""~ 1l.3i&9i 11.)721 Ie ••••• 11 ••• 
.. 14,,:,,'1-" ".~t'''' 1 .... >12 9.7712 11.~, •• ' 11.53U l11e.". 1 •••• 
--- ~-----.-- .. -----
Table 5-2 Physical and Mechanical Test Resultsr Dryden 1 Year Solar Specimens (Concluded) 
!lIlTIAt INITIAl 
SPECIIO ltJUNATE lAJ'!I IiA TE tIItt DRY EXPOSm FIrru. Day tllT1"",TE 'tEST 
lDENllfICA- THICKNESS WI On! LA~INATE SPEClHEJ( SPEW'.EJI SPEtH£Jt fAIlUllt l'E"'. 
TlOM NWilER (IN) lIM) \fEIGHT \fEltifT \fEitifT WEICHT tOAD (F) (GR1.K) (GPM) (GPJ,H) (G?AA) (~) 
-
C' CSEi:. .. "'l- 1 ".1"'''''' 111.2491 1.""!>4 1 ... 5]1 1 •• 54' 514.!' 7 ••• C .. le!>':I-~ fe.l ..... l "'."4!Ol 1.4711 1 •• l!>l 1 •• 265 156.7. ",., 
C..,lE.;''''l- J \:1.11", .. ".241119 1.5144 1.b.Jil 1.1>.5. 1 •• )4' 4n.l. 11 •• ' 
CFf."!..l1- 1 >'1.·· .... 2 .... 4!i1lol 1.1!2~1 l • .,lll 2 • .,111" I ••••• , ... 
Cn'~"l- 2 1.: ...... 71 .'.49r. 1.11", .. 3 2."l>itll l.e6!>9 1 ••••• , ... 
CtLl:. ... (l- 1 l.'.'f-a Dl" oil. 4';1.,) 1.II.H!> 2."IIU 2.10101 1.' .•• , ... 
Cf"Lc.';V'l- 4 ".10 .. ) ,'.4';17!> 1.111111 2. "'1129 2.181111 !l •••• 11 ••• 
CH ... :. .... l-!> t:.1o':Dbb ",.4';1';1) 1.17!>IOI 2 •• U9!> 2.111).5 1.'.5. n ••• 
CtLt:.5~"1-& ti.:r.Jt.:b" "t!.4CJlsl 1.11'#7 2 • .,419 2.1i141' lU.5. ..... 
CI4E:S~1-1 ... ",';11/1 1._',,'31 ';1.774" 11.71b!; 11.111 • 112111.". 1 ••• 
CT ....... I1- .I ..,.~~ .. 9 1."",13 9. log 4 III 11.1111121 11.lIiI'. 11 ••••• 
"" CT4£.:..a - ) ".~454 1."'''114 "'. II Uo. 11.7ll2 H.12). 111~ •• ' ., ... 
C·C.lit.S':l- .. s).L4 .. 1 1.~';l1 9."914 11 •• 664 11.IiSn 1.1 •••• 1 •••• 
C.4I:.S"1-~ ,..".ft.7 1.d,,"2CJ 9.1iHi! 1l.!l521 11.11419 1.' •.•• lie •• 
CT4lS"1- .. ~ ••. ~10 1.J"1l "'.il09 11.1i22' 11.lIll 1.) •••• 1 •••• 
--------- -
--
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Table 5-3. Physicf:'f and Mechanical Test Results" Dl}rden 1 Year Non Solar Specimens (Concluded) 
INITIAL JIlIn'lt 
SPEcn£H l~IHATE UJUHATE ilRY DRY EXPOSED flllAl. ~ tl.TI~Tr TEST 
IDOInflCA- llUCrJlESS WIDTH lI.'!INATE 5P£CUO SPEClf'.Ek SPECllO rAlUJRE Tr"'. 
'TID!i HIJIJlEJl (III) {IH) VEIGHT WEIIiI1f WEJGrr WEIGrr t~D tf) (GWt) {GAAMll (GlWt) {&PM} (POtJIiO) 
C:, .. t", .. l - 1 ".11&.':t ~a-:t.lfJ 1 •• 50J~ I."" 1 ••• 9. 5".le le •• C!>tl:. ... l - ~ ... 1~ H. ~.24!>4 1.4~17 1 .... S. 1 ••• 77 JU.1e 1 •••• 
C:;'!::!:.".1 -.j ",.1111 .. • L4)~ loS" .... 1.6 .. 9) 1 •• '92 1_'~'2 ".".we 1 •••• 
00 Cft. .. · •• ·l -1 "0¥-1>7 .. . ... • 4'17_ 1.)9". 4'."S72 ::t."!>'. nl.se , ... Ctt.~JII.l -L, ... t:o!>)' ..... ~5t.j 1.)S.,7 1 • .:2)re 2 .... 2:!a. IJ9_~. , ... 
CH .... "'1 -J ""ok f.l .. ... ... !tlotl 1.79.,7 2.tl"S2 2.¥"1 1~ •• ii!. , ... 
CtL ..... l - .. wl .. "Go!> V ~~."Il9 1.;;"11" l.ir7S. 2 • .,75. US.S;! 1 •••• 
CfL ..... l -!> ".'~b7 L.!> ... ..,!> 1.7107. 2 •• '22 2.~7i1t 149 .... II ••• 
Ci'LL',,,,l -I) ".1( .. 1J '."!:rilJ l.7l!» 2."'102. 2.V'.' 1~!> ••• 1 •••• 
CH!:. ... 1 -1 ~.Ir .... l I.",!". 2 .... '150. 2 •• 49ie 117S ••• 1 •••• 
C14!:.~'1 -L • ~_ .. 401 
'". 'Y!:r!l1 2 ... 2 ..... 2 ... 211~1 I 113 .... 1 •••• C14L"IG1 -3 i!'.i1i"s.a' 1 •• '''~S ,2b •• 751 .• 2'.6!f". 112 •••• u, ••• CC ......... 1 -1 .... h·SS .:.2!>.H .. 5 .... " ... CC.:t .... l -.~ i>.h·::'~ 11.2512 •• illt ... 1 ••• 









Tobl, 5·4. R,sults SummlJry, Drydon Nom/nol 1 Yoor Solor Spoclmon$ * 
speCIMEN , f:1AT~RIAl SYSTEM 
PROPERTY CONFIGURATION 5208 5209 934 
SBS 111.5 84.1 93,2 
Room Temperatut'e Flexure 99.3 104.6 104.5 
Residual Tension 104.6 110.4 104.8 
Strength 
Data (% of Baseline) •• 
SSS 98.5 79.1 79.8 
Elevated Flexure 106.1 98.8 102,5 
Temperature 
Residual 
Tension 95.8 90.6 95.9 
Strength 
Data (% of Baseline)** 
sas Dryout 115.2 92.7 90.8 
SSS 0.0517 0.0238 0.112 
Weight Change Flexure -0.166 .,0.245 .. 0.101 
Data Tension .. 0.0761 -0.11.36 -0.0499 
Percent Gain + 
Percent Loss .. 




* These specimens exposed for 433 days. 
** ~esidual strength data based on baseline tests at the respective 
temperatures 
19 
Table 6-6. Results Summary, DrydM Nomlnlll1 Yeor Non-Solar SpfJc!mrms¥, 
-
, .......... ~~!--
SPECIMEN MATERIAL _SJ~JEM 
PROPERTY CONFIGURATION 5Z08 5209 934 
--sas 99.2 89.5 9:l.0 
Room Temperature Flexure 105.4 106.5 99.8 
Residual Compression 
Strength 
Data (% of Baseline) •• 
.-
sas 101.4 82.2 77 .8 
~levated Flexure 112.8 107.0'r 107.5 
, remperature Compress10n 
Residual 
Strength Stressed Tension 
Data (% of Baseline) •• 
SBS Dryout 104.2 86.2 88.9 
SSS 0.0947 0.0641 0.0718 Weight Change Flexure .. 0.0219 -0.1295 .. 0.0545 
Data 
Percent Gain + Stressed Tension 0.121 0.153 0.0547 Percent Loss .. 
SSS During Dryout -0.581 ... ·0.548 -0.725 
OTHER 
"if 
'Measurement outside 1 standard deviation thrown out. 
Notes: 
• 7hese specimens exposed for 433 days • 
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Table 5-6. Physical and Mechanical Tt>:.;t Results" Honolulu 1 Year Solar Specimens(Conc/udedJ 
IKtTIAt IJll1TlAL 
srU:U£H U~!W.iE I.»UN:. TE ORT Din' £lPOSED ft."PL Din' tUIW.TE 16T 
l~IfIo.- TrireClESS llHlTH LMlNAlE sro::tS Si'£:IP'£1I( S?:tCIU fr.llUlE 1!K'. 
TID« 'it.~E? {Ill} (11() llWiffi' 'itElliIT lifllinT 1t'Ellirr l~ (f) 
(~":''!} {G;I;J!} (G?":'!O (~»l) (PtUlO) 
Ci>i:.., .. el-1 6.1",.-" ~ •. bel 1.4;121 l ..... ~ 2.&", 416 ••• 7~." 
C~"t.~ ... ..;.t -ti k.1J1 .. "'.:H'iI~ 1.'1~S 1.f:9U! 1.t.'i~1 )41.7. lu~.e 
C~t;.r.!-~l -J ".llL1 ... 2St<" 1.52t!2 1.7rr.15 1.7125 I.U1) 5111.11i1 15 •• 
CrLr. ... 1-1 
-' ..... " iI>.,a12 1.151>9 :£.iU'il31 2 ... 4)2 t'II ••• 7s.e 
Crt.-t.., .... : -2 ~ .. "t..Je ", ... 9&3 1.JJH, 2."'..,741 2.011". 1)'."'. ·/5.~ 
C~","',>"l -1 ...:: .. ~l'..e ... \'.~,*j~ 1.7~71 2.",,.,,11 2."'(1)5 1102 ••• 7S.1i! 
~ ..... ,. ..... 1 -, ......... ote ,.;.,\Q.3 1.791>5 2:. tt ... lr 2.1:111711 :tl.lIl. lil!e •• 
Cf.t., ... .el --:. iti •• "tJ"i. ... -is.,S 1.~d9' 2.1~'" 2.1"'111 l'~.'S1! li1e •• 
Ct!. ... .:,,'! -I> ?D •• ~C~ ";."<l&l 1.11"'12 ~.1t11:2 2.viH! 14l.5. ne.c 
CI';~~~l -1 ... _II-';e,; ,1.":"4 .. 9.1::210" U.S.H!> 11.:'227 112!>.". 7S.6I 
C .... f"!~~l -~ ...... ~:''''f 1 • .:u'2~ ~.9h:t J1.h~i4 U.t.liJ 1113 .... 7S.& 
C14., .. ",1 -3 
., .• m I .... 9~i' <1.z!'I>2t 11.7." .. 11.7Si, 1",lIi ••• 7S •• C ..... :.~l .... -c ....... .; l;j 1.':'!4l ~.91S4 H.i!19,j 11 •• .3'. 'l"le •• ,~ lill.tt 
CHriS"l -S 11'.' ",,5' 1.d.dS 9.92.2 11.7lill 11.7S19 Ide ••• U' •• 1i 





Table 5-Z Physical and Mechanical Test Results, Honolulu 1 Year Non-Solar Speci.rnens 
I lIUTIAt ! lNlTlAL SPECllO" ~lIiATE LAt!lIlATE DRY DRY EX?OSED FINAl IJ..:Y 1l.T1I'ATE 
I lDEHTIFlCA- TiilCYfl(SS WIDT}! tt. ... INATE 5F£Cll'£K SPECTI'.£II SP£CII'DI rr.ltuRE TiO!( 1OI.l!'.BER (Iii) (IN) WEIGHT wuoo WElOO .'EIGHT tl);D 
• 
(GAAK) (GP.AH) (GP.AM) (G?.:.:K) (~D) 
.
.. ~t." .vl -1 f".l~, 'I "' • .t~;',s 1.1 .. J~ 1.4&':'" 1.4111.2' ... 9.JII 
!..;.t..~ ..... 1-:C ,,- ... 'Jo~ -'.2·04'> 1.J~4" I •• !>"''' 1.4,,:1' .U~.1. 
:. .... l. .. '.~l -.J .. ~ .. 1. ~. "" •• :t~l" 1.J1~" 1.!>429 1.5461 1.SH1 447.1" 
• rL-""'l -1 v., tI, ... · •• .;r.;", • 1.1S/~ ~.~!>bS 2.I'!b1l 141.111'" 
...... a....,.., ... 1 .. ·1 .J._ t.!)r ... 4";);.$ 1.10",",0 i.a"l" 2 • ..:"'51 14] • .,,,, 
_r Ln." ..... ! -.J • •• t>~7 .;. :=, ... w-.• 1.1 .. .,,, :t.~!>1" 7.111"15 155.511 
.- ...... n.t ...... l -~ .... _ t,. ..... :.J " .... 4~t. 1.7 ....... l.12!>& 2.a;U 1~S.S'" 
..... 1#",4& .. 1 -~ • ~.11' bJ L ... .;i-:tde 1.7 .. 1 .. .t •• :b.7 2 • .t12" 1411.!> • 
~ ;'''L.~ .. } 1 -0 .J.\ t. t,. ... l"ft.' 1.7t,'J .. .t .... 4 .. 1 2 • .,52111 l.e.illl I ~r~""l -1 " ... 4c."; ..... ,>, .. .!!>.1S132 25.~203 1.t1e5. III III 
'-'J ~n''''11 - ~ • .1 .. ~",,: 1 ••... -~ e ~ ... "'1!1" 2 ... ~~]1II 119"' •• ' 
* ~''''M •• l -3 ,,- ... ·Iiif:'L 1.~·· .. J 2 .... ~ .. n" 2t..e412 1",411.11. I .... "t.,., •• ' l -1 ,. .:.:..:s .. ~.,J."", 1 • .J .. .t .. I.!>"';:' t.!>.!.!> ~11.jlll 
h.."L"'t..l -.L -y' .1\o"~ .... .... i!>l .. 1.4215 1.!>9J~ 1.~Sl41 2ll.711 
,..051:.+1--:. ... -] • .t."LJ C • .t .. bJ 1.1724 1.5299 1.5315 1.522 .. 4'i11.]. 
ofLn.':l -1 t:.",,2c. \!.4~';oit 1.b~lIl 1.89'85 1.ii9 .. 12].5111 1°'" .. , .., l5 .... 02" .,.4.':IDe 1.0 .. S~ 1.9365 1.9351 135.5111 efLH .. ':l -j "\.0 •• ·024 ".492 .. 1.b50& 1.~n]0 1.923" 142.5. 
!lfLnr.1>1 -4 ...... 21 \'.41191 1.bi2!> 1.95,51 1.9554 99./t. 
DfLrl,·~"l ~ .: .... b2b ~.4~13 1.b15] 1.9UiIl 1.9422 91.5. I rfLn··~l -b Vi ... U';C9 il.';!l5\j 1.bb9l 1.9211ll 1.92111 11e •• it 
:>l .. H .. ",1 -1 ,,! ..... :l1s 1 .. ~:::39 25.nbS 25.1lli. 
r 514hu"1 -2 " •• 442 1._'.:154 2:..3411& 2S.1~91 925.". J :){ ... ., ...... ·l -3 .l •• 44,s 1. ""] 1 25.2238 25.2331 92~."1I 
C:i.t..n .. ~1 -1 .l.11 .. 0 "'.2'110 1.40157 1.61113 1.670] 452 ••• 
C.5t..n'n~l -2 ~.1120 .1.2';c3 1.5252 1.70113 1.7121 34P..ltill 
e.>~;i"'t.l -1 ';.lL95 ".25.e4 1.5.13.:: 1.b~46 1.7004 1.6841 51 •• 1110 
eEL" • .,) -I .,.". .. 59 1>.''.#21 1.7]62 2.~"41 2.111010111 1!>7.e. 
Cf1.'l'tn -2 •• 1:.01011 " ... 9,<1 1.7'.#;'1 2.10121 2.1';11 16e • .,11 
Cft.,,,l'1 -] u .. ~'ob& ~.49"'2 1.&klio 2."'915- 2.1il22 U.l./tlll 
CFI.,,: •• a -4 011 ... ,11 .c .5.,ot2 1."'227 2. 1 1:8!io 2.11.)10 14 •• Sa 
Crl."""'l -5 b.';b03 ".4091i> 1.1911!> 2.1)794 2.0141 142 ••• 
CFl.rl-..ll -& ".vb!>i ".4910 .. 1.7523 2 • .,)112 2.1142" 131.5. 
C14H~itl -1 e.it4b1 1."';25 2b.1842 26.2215 1.,5 ••• 
eTCH .~1 -2 ':.<412 1.","21 2b.J!i!l2 26.UIi 111 •••• 
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Table 5·8. Results Summary, Honolulu Nominal' Yesr Solar Spoclmol1$* 
~~ 
SPECIMEN MATERIAL SYSTEM 
PROPERTY CONFIGURATION 5208 5209 934 
SBS 89.4 82.4 87.0 
ROOM Temperature Flexure 102.7 101.7 105.6 
Residual Tension 107.5 104.9 103.5 
Strength 
Data (% of Baseline)** 
SBS Dryout 95.5 117.0 100.5 
SBS 87.5 74.6 73.4 
Elevated Flexure 111.1 89.4 103.2 
Temperature Tension 98.2 80.8 94.0 
Residual 
Strength 
Data (% of Baseline)** 
SBS 0.270 -0.0280 0.294 
Weight Change Flexure 0.0634 ~0.0769 0.1781 
Data Tension 0.0455 0.0734 0.1624 
Percent Gain + 
Percent Loss -
SBS During Dryout -0.985 ··0.620 -0.896 
~r-
Notes: 
* These specimens exposed for 398 days. 
** Residual strength data based on baseline tests at the respective 
temperatures 
Table 5·9. Results Summary, Honolulu Nominal 1 Year Non-Solar Specimens· 
SPECIMEN MATERIAL SYSTEM 
PROPERTY CONFIGURATION 5208 5209 934 
SBS 95.0 83.7 80.4 
Room Temperature Flexure 108.2 107.7 106.6 
Residual Compression 
Strength 
Data (% of Baseline)** 
SBS 85.1 73.4 72.9 
Elevated Flexure 111.0 95.8 102.1 
Temperature Compression 
Residual 
80.37t Strength Stressed Tension 112.5 106.1 
Data (% of Baseline)** 
SBS 0.296 0.0673 0.306 
Weight Change Flexure -0.0139 -0.0110 0.218 
Data 
Percent Gain + Stressed Tension 0.310 0.0876 0.324 
PfWcf:nt Loss -
SBS During Dryout -0.861 0.585 -0.968 
OTHER 
'r Average of two measurements 
---Notes: 
* These specimens exposed for 398 days. 





Table 5-10. Physical and Mechanical Test Results, Aloha Airlines, 1 Year Solar Specimens 
IHHIAl IUHIAl. 
SPECll'DI LMUIATE tAMnu,TE ~ Iil!J EXPOSED nNAL DRY tl..1I!I~TE 
10£JiTlnCf,.- THICrnE$S WIDTH l.J.P.JUATE Sf-fCIl'LN SPECIKEH SPECII£H • ;.fltM 
TlOli NlJ'.BEit (IN) (IH) WEIGKI WLlCKT Ii'Eloo 1IE1oo L~D (GP':"~) (GP.AI1) (GAA..ltl (GPAA) (POOl'O) 
.&. ... 1( ...... 11·1-1 ~-. ~,.~ "'.2~o\l 1.S4 .. !) 1.5".l 1.!i124 U'.J. 
" •. )1 ...... ..,.1-4- I' •• 'J!>. "'.24':10 1.2(>14 1.461 •• 1.4'.9 l44.l. 
~.,t.. .. ...,.l -.$ v; .. ~c.,b7 
". '1 .. ".t 1 •. n:'1 1.4111005. 1_4862 1.4117 412 ••• 
;,.f-L,. ...... l-t .·.c (.to; "'.4>1'; J 1.'!>d' 2."i!¥4, 2.11162 145 •• " 
"",ru .. ;" .. 1 -J ... ""'~" •• .;yc. ... 1.1 .. 1<,1 2 ... ilbS, 2.11115) 147.5' 
:",. I,,'""'" 1 -3 ft'.t r ',If) ._4'J"S 1.7'5 .. 2.ln15 2 • .,422 J51.". 
':':"-1;.,,*" 1-'" !It .. " p,t..e 
-."""" 
1.7b44 2 • .,27!i1 2.111151 149.111. 
lot i;;r.;.:.H i -I) ,..'"1 ... r../l •• 4;~t>' 1.77'4 2.8!>1I) 2 ... 5111 14i.5. 
It; L ... ..,. i -r tl'.'If' tit:) 1 ~ _'"i~!)o 1.7'5,,; :l ... !>il0 2.&672 146.60. 
,4J", ... ';"a,l -j 
... · ... 4f):b b.9':1~t- ~.71411 J1.!oI411" U.9172 1148 • .,. 
~J ... .:.u •• -F ...... no 1 •. • .. ~'1 "'.b5-7\/ U.1i27i 11 •• 247 111""-'Oft. 
:>..>L,JO:.I>", 1-1 .'.1 .... -,," l. .. Z!H .. ~ 1.~!>~2 1.!>355- 1.54~2 l74.). 
tl:,i:.,..:'. J -2 "t::'.I.Ho t: • .t451 1.3!>17 1.:!>15e 1.5111' 222.7. 
c!,f.:'l>.l -S &i. J .. 23 .:.':l .. 5J 1.3111111 .1.5!>41 1.556' 1.5U9 l .... lil 
crt.. .. !>y 1 -1 ~.,·"S2 &7. 49)!> 1 ... &11" 1.9&&9 1.9Ut 141t.1t. 
"rLr,l>>"l -2 ":.llo4~ ".4!iS .. 1.6735- 1.9571 1.9594 !l'.5. 
,>t Lr, .... l -J ., ... '»!) ".<i81111 1.6497 1.'9277 1.9)111 .. 142.5. 
rfLr,S ... 1 -4 ., .... b4~ 1'.4931 1.66114 1.9247 1.9267 99 ••• 
Dt",,~:,~ 1-::' .,.i:o)!) ".~941 1.6629 1.9ll4 1.93" !t12.1Ii! 
t-',.i,..';':::~1 -0 ...... b:l1" ".496& 1.f>71l 1.9112 1.9ll2 '6.5. 
t..!)r;."';.:'Jfr'} -1 d.ll.;" ".24btl 1.411!>7 1.6695- 1 •• 777 47 •• 7. 
Cf,t;.~"vl -l .:.1<11>7 ... 2499 1.4617 1.6271 1.63'1 f lU.l • 
C .. F~::'.l -3 ~. 1 ;."ot> <1.2';& .. 1.4!>6i1 l.b64. 1.'121 1.5952 411.7. 
(f- L ..... ..:III~.l -1 I, ... bob: ".!>,:151 1.10157 2.an 2.J1J7 161 .... 
CH.~;Cl-2 ~ •• 07..:- V.5.'''. 1.7"'H 2.111761 2."'57 l59.e. 
O ... ;;hl-) 
.t.t.f.7" ",.!>"''''1 1.11)1:2 2.1247 2.13J2 lb5.5e 
CtL~.,.·l -4 L.~f.5 .. k.~(>92 1.749 .... 2.~Ue 2.0:!>49 Uil.S. 
Crt-MS.l -5- .... e.!)~ ".!>t~l 1.7497 2.0486 2.e561 !llt.e. 
er 1,l.!J. 1 -0 ...... bt:"~· ".5",,7 I.iJ26!) 2.1eil9 2.1176 149.5. 
cr .. "",. 1 -1 ~ •• "79 1 •• ~"'411 9.9.,97 11.9791 11.97l12 IJ)~.8. 












































Table 5-11. Physical and Mechanical Test Results, Aloha Airlines t )--ear Non·Solar Specimens 
llilTIAt INiTIIiL 
5PECIMDI u.~lNArE ~11U.TE DRY DIIY EXPOSED fIliAL DRY lUII'';T[ rEST 
lDEHTI fICA- ll!I CYliESS VIOll! LJ..'IIIIATE 5?ECll'lEK SPEC I&/( SP£Cl~Jr( fAltURE 1E .... 
TIOK 1l:.MBEP. (IN) (IN) WElGKT 'IlElGKT W£JGKT \t'OGKT lGt.O (F) 
(GiWI) (G?JJ1]1 (G?JJ1) (GJ.M} (POOOl) 
A.llc.k ... 1- 1 .~ .. ~~ .. ... 1:'JS 1.J:. .. .I 1.~.,Jtt 1.!,,'i2 4:H.7. lS •• 
,,:;1-.:, • .,1 -.I ....... CJ';'L 
.. • L4!t7 1 •. 2&70 1.4:t.~ 1.4J~1II l2!1.l. 1 •••• 
.. "!:. .. .,(1 -J ~ .... '!II'), ."'i./4r:' 1.H9!t 1.47"4 I.U50 1.40>12 1\15.1111 ..... 
~r L" -.. I -J .... Ilt.bb .. _.4\f~"" 1.1,,'1l 2,,,'lIIl1 2.lIi4:' l!ll •• ~ 7!1 •• 
.. r 1.,.- •• 1 -~ ~ ... f.l.bO 0.4 .. :' .. 1.n·n .I • .,,,9j, 2.~1"2 Hi.:''' 75.e 
_r l,. ... "'~ 1 -.J- ... "l.t' f;l'!J I • .4.,,,,0' 1.7tdl 2.\14:.1> 2.":'01" 171.111. 7S •• 
-t- ......... ., 1 - oJ .!.,. 0 .. 1 ... ,:;:-'",rt 1.1,'11 :l'.0'27J1 2.eJ2:- Ul.i!. 11 •• _ 
JIIlr Lt",,,. i -:> ..... 001 ••• 4~~L 1.1b .. 1 .I •• 1j1j~ :t.""45\ 142.". n ••• 
-,r'w"". J -tl a,. •• t.otJo •. ".,,,\1 '·.7all!l 2.1-,:5022 2.":-111:- 1411.5. 1 •••• 
;,., .... , 1 -1 
."4O ~bl • .~~!>t: '1 ... :-17 11.551>11 11.56:'9 .... 91t .... 
" •• iII 
... 1 ....... i -I ft/._ ,,~'J "".~ ,~" 9.e4'u, 1l.~~Dl, tl.~"79 lIUi.Iil.¥1f II ••• 
D.,i:,,~"'.·l -, ".1 .. .1" .,.l4oc, 1.,IJ:.b 1.~4"" 1.~4S" SII~.~1t 7!1.e 
,,::'1:.:"".,"1 -1 v.]il~e t- • .l41'L 1.',-.,,, 1.5~9J1 1.51oJ6 2)1 ••• ..e .. 
o~E..A .. .::1 -J Y.l.,"'1 ...... 2.;62 1.3~22 1.54611 1.5504 1.5)!II~ 299 ••• t .... 
· ... f Lt.·." 1 -1 .: ... ,,3 .. ... 4"b~ 1.I>bb] 1.9111> 1.91J1 122 ..... 7S •• 
drr..:'.,...'l -2 ," .\:62:- ".4~"] 1.I>1"b 1.9)3" 1.9l~1 14 •• S. 75 •• 
<-fL"', .. 1 -3 .:.~ o3~ • .491~ 1.07 .. 9 1.9U~ 1.9511 122 ••• lS •• d .. ;. .... 1 -4 " ... ,,211 01.494:50 l.b:5025 1.90'14 1.911' '7.5' u ••• k,F .. t. •• J -:-
.... "' .. !> ".49b5 1.61173 1.9525 1.9562 li11 •••• 1 •••• 
t:<F ... .::. ,. ... 1 -C' l."" ... -'D.;' ,'.491>:' 1.bl>64 1.9329 l.ilb2 .'.51t _l.I.._ •• 
~..:.~" .. \;.l -1 t. •. 11-4! 1 ., • .1:4110 1.:'2.:'11' 1.7i122 1.6i.9 47~."" lS.' C:'r ti~r, 1 -'1 "'.1 .. ~1 ~.2!>1':' ].5eH 1.67511 1.6i23 ))7 •• ' ..... (.:,L.." .. ~ .. l -J ... 11.,4 r.l5 .. " 1.:-L2' 1.67 .... 11 1.11IM 1.69111 4)8.l. 1 •••• 
Cfl.;,~. 1 -1 t· ... beo .·.~£14 1.7~16 2. • .,,,32 2.'71114 159.'. lS •• 
";.i..':.-.,,-% -1 "."01.:- >i.!> ... 11 1.1;'72 2.\l59~ 2."665 lU ••• 15 •• 
Ch.- .~~ I - J ';;.'ODO .-..4'1db 1.7195 :t.IHb:r 2.ifiil8 149.S1 lS •• 
C"t.~ •• 1 -4 ".""'07 • .49!!Ok. 1.71>91 2.~51i1 2.el»1 US.". 11 ••• CfL .. ,,1. -5 





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table 5-12. Physical and Mechanical Test Results, Aloha Airlines 1 Year Interior Specimens (Concluded) 
I-INITIAL INITIAL 
SP[ClKEN UJ1IfiA.TE lA.t1llil\TE DRY DRY £Xl'OSED FIlIAL DRY 1A.11!11.TE lEST 
1 DENTI fI CA- THICY.NESS WIDTH l.J.J1IHA.TE SPECII'JEN .sPECIKOI SP[Cll1EN rAIlUR£ TEMP. 
11DM IiUl'.BER. (IN) (IN) WEIGHT WEIGHT WEIGHT \/[IGHT lQJ.O (F) (GRAK) (GPJ.JII) (GPM} (CAAM) (POUiO) 
C:.t.Al .. ] -1 ".1~'!I~ ".2::'06l 1.!>'.2ie 1."&1112 1 •• 1t4~ 4.9.7. "I5.e 
C.at.~l .. l -~ ".1 .. ~~ __ ~ .. ·.2.11. 1.4~"' .. 1."."5 1.,.'722 36' •• 1t 11 ••• 
C~L .. h 1-1 , .W' t..f! 1 ". !>.,23 1.is3 .. 2 2. 12.,b 2.12JII 17 •• SIt 1:, •• 
O1. .. J .. 1 -:i ...... ,,"9 ~.5""12 1.oil;.l1 2.11:91) 2.1111"11 I.S.5 .. 75.11 
t.t LI, I>" 1 - j ........ &1 ~.49'i1'" 1. HJ:c 2.1l192 2."21111 143.7. 7S.11 
CfLl.h 1 -" , _,'t",/Y II. .~.·J2 l.ti .... 2.121i" 2.12l1li 145.111" n •• 11 
C~L .. h I -!> 't'''.'·f'llf1 ".!I.Hl 1.10357 2.1"42 2.1 "Ill IS' .•• lIIe •• 
Ctl ~l. 1 -0 '- •• r,11 1.1.4 Yes 7 1.&':1::' 2."H!>iI 2.1lI •• :. 143 ••• n •• 11 
ll~ .. hl -1 • • •• ·412 1 •• ".,.11 Y.1J514 1l.992~ 11.9'S" 115 ...... 15 •• 
(.T~ ... l"l -2 ~ ... ,.;~ ... 1 •• ',,'11 y.y7"'1 12.1ilWl 12.IIlU' 11165 ••• 15 •• 
Cl"t.l"l -,J 
.'._ 1bfJ 1.""'11 9.91&11 14.~2i1 12.~.1I. 1 •••••• 7S.11 
CT.:"lltl -4 u.'·'77l 1."''''27 j.1l1i94 12.1017&4 12 •• S2S 1145 ••• 111 •• _ 
cr .. l.l,'l -S 
"., <\6) 1.\hj"D 9.9~4" 1~.e761 12.0S.,2 1125 ••• I •••• 
CH~J.a -b oJ.' .. ::. .. 1.':"'22 OJ.711 .. !> 11.1:11169 11.11>57 I"'···· 1 •••• Cl~:'h.l -7 .... ·452 1."''''3~ 25.li2. 25.1155 114 •••• lll •• e CHl.Jill -~ , •• l:4bl 1."'''22 2e.343' 2 {o.)IIll In •••• 111 •• 11 C'H~l •• l -9 ... 1.n~ 1.001,,9 26.192. 2{o.4221 12611 ••• 1 •••• 
TobIe 5·13. Re$ults Summary, Aloha Afrlines Nomlnalt Year Solllr Specimens· 
~,. 
"""" "-SPECIMEN MATERIAL SYSTEM 
PROPERTY CONFIGURATION 5208 5209 934 
SBS 87.4 84.6 85.2 
Room Temperature 
Residual 
Flexure 106.6 110.3 105.3 
Strength 
Data (% of Baseline)** 
----
SBS 87.9 72.7 77.4 
Elevated Flexure 110.7 87.5 101.8 
Temperature Tension 125.5 ---- .. 106.2 
Residual 
Strength 
Data (% of Baseline)** 
SBS Dryout 104.4 97.4 93.11 
- SBS 0.387 0.278 0.500 Weight Change Flexure 0.409 0.0946 0.400 
Data 
Percent Gain + Tension -0.4843 -.... ,..- 0.0132 
Percent Loss .. 
SBS During Dryout -0.985 -0.842 -1.110 
OTHER 
Notes: 
* These specimens exposed for 1942 flight hours, 5760 flight cycles, 
394 days on aircraft #N73721. 
** Residual strength data based on baseline tests at the respective 
temperatures 
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f~"ble 5·14. Rosults Summary •. Aloha Alrlino$ Nominal 1 Year Non-So/ar Speclmons it 
~~''l1 "'.r"'.~~_ 
I 
SPECIMEN MATERIAL SYSTEM 
PROPERTY CONFIGURATION 5208 5209 934 
SBS 90.4 80.9 83.3 
Room Temperature Flexure 114.5 100.8 103.4 
Residual 
Strength 
Data (% of Baseline)** 
SBS 84.1 74.0 73.9 
Elevated Flexure 110.1 84.6 99.6 
Temperature Tension 106.9 ...... -- 114.4 
Residual 
Strength 
Data (% of Baseline)** 
SBS Dryout 100.5 94.9 93.1 
SBS 0.430 0.232 -0.2315 
Weight Change Flexure 0.286 0.139 +0.3169 
Data 
Percent Gain + Tension 0.0866 ----- 0.1554 
Percent Loss -




* These sp~c1mens exposed for 1942 flight hours, 5760 flight cycles, 
394 days on aircraft #N73721. 
** Residual strength data based on baseline tests at the respective 
temperatures 
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TobI116·16. Results Summary, Aloha Alrlinos Nom,;)aI1 Year Intorlor Specimens it 
.-
~ -<-
SPECIMEN MATERIAL SYSTEM 
PllOP£RTY CONFIGURATION 5208 5209 934 
~ ... 
SBS 84.3 81.4 83.5 
Room Temperature Flexure 107.0 112.4 104.5 
Residual Tension 112.3 107.6 100.4 Strp.ngth Compression 




SBS 90.0 76.4 SO.O Elevated Flexure 114.3 102.8 103.6 
Temperature Tension 115.6 87.6 103.0 
Residual Compression 
Strength Stressed Ten~10n 110.4 89.7 109.0 Data (% of Baseline)** 
~~~- A· 
-SBS 0.158 0.0678 0.239 Weight Change Flexure 0.0886 .. 0.171 0.0665 
Tension 0.0442 -0.227 .. 0.202 
Data 





* These specimens exposed for 1942 flight hours, 5760 flight cycles, 
394 days on aircraft #N73721. 
** Residual strength data based on baseline tests at the respective 
temperatures 
5.2 LABORATORY EXPOSURE AND TESTING 
5.2.1 BASELINE 
Some material characterization work was performed on the AS1/3501 .. 6 
and Kevht~ 49/F161-188 material systems. These results will be 
included in a subsequent report when the complete characterization 
is available. 
5.2.2 EFFECT OF TIME ALONE 
Exposure of specimens to the effects of time alone ;s continuing~ 
The original plan called for tests after nominally one, threet and 
ten years of exposure so no tests were scheduled for this time 
period. Consideration is being given to adding a set of tests at 
approximately two years of exposure9 The results of the nominal one 
year exposure were described in the Eight Quarterly Progress 
Report. The changes in strength were small but the specimens were 
also observed to have lost weight. The weight losses ranged from 
near zero on one set of specimens to 0.18% for 5208 flexure 
specimens. It is reasonable to expect that the weight loss was 
totally due to moisture. 
The additional set of specimens would be used to assess the relative 
influence of time alone and moisture weight change on these 
specimens. The plan is to test the nominal ten year specimens after 
approximately two years and package additional specimens from the 
dry drum storage unit into desiccated jars to replace the ten year 
specimens. These specimens will have adequate time to stabilize in 
the jars prior to test. 
5.2.3 EFFECT OF MOISTURE AND THE EFfECTS OF TIME AND STRESS 
ON WET SPECIMENS 
IndIvidual test results of 240 short beam shear and flexure 
specimens exposed to various relative humidities were described in 
the Eighth Quarterly Progress Report. Significant strength and 
stiffness changes were observed in some cases. Additional analysis 
has taken place on these moisture specimens. Table 5-16 shows the 
observed moisture content in the specimens at the time of the test. 
Figure 5-3 portrays the same data gr~~h;cal'y. All three material 
systems are shown. It can be seen that, with one exception, the 
data is relatively consistant at humidities below 75%. It can also 
be seen that the specimens would show 0% Inoisture content at around 
25% humidity indicating that this was representative of the 
or ig;na', (dry d)'um storage) environment. Final1y, the observed 
33 
moisture contents at 95% or condensing humidity are higher than an 
extrapolation of the lower values would indicate. It is probable 
that this exposure creates a condition more like water immersion. 
Table 5·16. Obsorvod MoIsture Contont After HumIdity ConditionIng 
SPEC. TVPE RELATJVE HUMIDITY 
OR 40% 60% 75% 
MATERIAL 
f...-
ASS .24% 1.10% 0:>.74% 
.28% .57% .81% 
AFL .21% .58% .82% 
5208 AVG ~ .5'% 7m 
6SB ~30% .50% .78% 
.33% .63% .92% 
BFL .34% .57% .84% 





eSB .25% .56% .85% 
.33% .65% .95% 
CFL .22% .53% .80% 




CJl:> Obviously erroneous value ~~ ignore 























I I I 
40 60 75 
EXPOSURE RELATIVE HUMIDITY (PERCE~T) 
Flgure 5-3. Moisture Content as a Function of Humidity 
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I 95 
5.2.4 EFFECT OF WEATHEROMETER CYCLING 
No additional mechanical testing was performed during the repOl~ting 
pedod. The next set of tests is scheduled fat' mid Septembet', 1980 
and wi" be included i~ the next Quarterly Report. A second set of 
Wea~herometel' exposed specimen surface photos has been received. 
An earlier set of similar photos was shown in The Sixth Quarterly 
Progress Report. The initial set showed that the Narmco 5208 
specimens had lost less surface resin than either of the two 350 
curing systems. This was essentially what the weight loss curves 
had shown. At the end of a nominal 6 months of exposure, all three 
systell\s had lost simi1at' amounts of weight and all three had stopped 
losing weight. This was taken to mean that all three systems had 
lost most Ol~ all available surface resin and were now being shielded 
by the fit'st 1 ayet' of fi bers. The photos, shown in Fi gure 5-4, 
again provide confirmation. All three resins appear to have lost 
approximately the same amount of resin and there is no longer a 
visible difference between systems. 
5.2.5 EFFECT OF SIMULATED GROUND-AIR-GROUND CYCLING 
This progl'am is intended to duplicate, in the lab, the environment 
experienced by a conJnerc;al transport ail'craft opet'ating out of a 
hot, moist, tl'opical climate. 
Spec illlens exposed to a nomi na j' 6 months of ground-a i r-ground 
cycling were tested during this reporting period. A listing of tbe 
mechanical test results is shown in Table 5-17. Testing at 180 F 
genel'al1y produced a g)'eatet' stl'ength loss than testing at room 
tempcratUY'e. The one exception to this was the flexlIt'al strength of 
T300/5208. 
In light of previous reports showing a weight gain-plateau-gain 
patte,'n the stl'ength losses noted here led to concern that a 
freeze/thaw damage mechanism was gradually cracking the specimens. 
Sevel'al photo micrographs were taken of these specimens to look for 
possible cracks, but no macro or micro cracking was visible. Figure 
5-5 shows one of these micrographs. 
A second possible explantion for the gain-plateau-gain weight 
pattel'n concerns the exposure chamber itself. Chamber t'eliability 
has been very poor. Periodic scheduled and unscheduled maintenance 
have caused sevel'al prolonged shutdowns. The exact enVil'OI1l11ent 
experienced by the specimens during these shutdowns is uncertain 
since maintenance procedures have been far more extensive than 
ol'iginally anticipated. The continued practical availability Qf 
this chamber is currently being investigated. At a minimum, it will 
be necessary to establ ish a pt'ocedm'e fOt' removing the specimens 
from the chamber during repairs. 
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The measlIrbd moisture contents of these specimens ranged from 0.7% 
to 1.0%. Most of the observed strength reductions can be attributed 





Figure 5·4. Nominal 6 Month Weatherometer Exposed Spec/men Surfaces 
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Table 5·17. Physical and Mechanical Test Results, Nomlnal6 Months Simulated G·A·G Cycling 
SPECIMEN LAMINATE LAMINATE FAILURE TEST 
IDENTIFICATION THICKNESS WIDTH LOAD TEMgERATURE 
NUMBER (IN) (IN) (POUNDS) ( F) 
ASBLGOF -1 0.0984 .2500 482.0 70 
ASBLGOF -2 0.0977 .2499 464.0 70 
ASBLGOF -3 0.0951 .2510 485.0 70 
ASBLGOF 
-4 0.0974 .2491 434.0 70 
ASBLGOF -5 0.0963 .2505 492.0 70 
ASBLGOF .. 6 0.0966 .2507 354.0 180 
ASBLGOF -7 0.0949 .2503 402.0 180 
ASBLGOF 
-8 0.0964 .2504 428.0 180 
ASBLGOF -9 0.0938 .2492 372.0 180 
ASBLGOF -10 0.0979 .2508 410.0 180 
BSBLGOF 
-1 0.0998 .2508 362.0 70 
BSBLGOF 
-2 0.1033 .2508 450.0 70 
BSBLGOF -3 0.1043 .2491 420.0 70 
B~BLGOF 
-4 0.1022 .2511 436.0 70 
BSBLGOF 
-5 0.1022 .2485 408.0 70 
BSBL.GOF -6 0.1030 .2493 306.0 180 
BSBLGOF 
-7 0.0975 .2423 296.0 180 
BSBLGOf -8 0.1013 .2508 322.0 180 BSBLGOF -9 0.1031 .2489 326.0 180 BSBLGOF 
-10 0.1038 .2491 312.0 180 
CSBLGOF -1 0.1090 .2487 544.0 70 CSBLGOF -2 0.1099 .2456 548.0 70 CSBLGOF 
-3 0.1052 .2490 494.0 70 CSBLGOF -4 0.1056 .2464 528.0 70 CSBLGOF -5 0.1080 .. 2490 530.0 70 CSBLGOF -6 0.1103 .2470 428.0 180 CSBLGOF -7 0.1109 .2495 476.0 180 CSBLGOF -8 0.1082 .2468 418.0 180 CSBLGOF 
-9 0.1085 .2451 456.0 180 CSBLGOF 
-10 0.1071 .2492 462.0 180 
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Table 5·17, Physics/lind MechanIcal Test Results, Nominal 6 Months Simulated G·A·G Cycling 
(Concluded) 
SPECIMEN LAMINATE LAMINATE FAILURE TEST 
IDENTIF ICATION THICKNESS WIDTH LOAD TEMgERATURE NUMBER (IN) (IN) (POUNDS) ( F) 
--AFLLGOF 
-1 0.0661 0.5020 111.5 70 AFLLGOF 
-2 0.0668 0.5041 113.5 70 AFLLGOF 
-3 0.0662 0.4998 110.0 70 AFLLGOF ... 4 0.0670 0.5000 115.5 70 AFLLGOF ... 5 0.0671 0.5028 119.0 70 
AFLLGOF .. 6 0.0660 0.5018 107.5 180 AFLLGOF .. 7 0.0670 0.4991 107.5 180 
AFLLGOF .. 8 0.0660 0.5019 111.5 180 AFLLGOF 
-9 0.0668 0.5003 114.0 180 AFLLGOF -10 0.0661 0.5021 105.0 laO 
BFLLGOF 
-1 0.0629 0.4972 97.0 70 BFLLGOF 
-2 0.0628 0.4945 106.0 70 
BFLLGOF -3 0.0630 0.4994 103.0 70 
BFLLGOF 
-4 0.0639 1.).4984 113.5 70 BFLLGOF .. 5 0.0628 0.4971 107.0 70 BFLLGOF .. 6 0.0637 0.5004 87.5 180 
BFLLGOF 
-7 0.0630 0.4951 81.0 180 BFLLGOF 
-8 0.0629 0.4970 74.5 180 BFLLGOF 
-9 0.0637 0.4920 78.0 180 BFLLGOF 
-10 0.0633 0.4920 71.0 180 CFLLGOF 
-1 0.0678 0.4988 140.0 70 CFLLGOF 
-2 0.0666 0.4971 139.5 70 CFLLGOF 
-3 0.0670 0.4975 134.0 70 CFLLGOF 
-4 0.0667 0.5002 122.0 70 CFLLGOF .. 5 0.0646 0.4993 124.0 70 CFLLGOF 
-6 0.0641 0.4978 100.5 180 CFLLGOF 
-7 0.0660 0.4988 109.5 180 CFLLGOF 
-8 0.0651 0.4974 101.5 180 CFLLGOF 
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Figure A-4. (Concluded) 
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